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ABSTRACT

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has recently gained attention both within industry and academia; however, its characteristics cannot be easily solved using existing distributed computing technologies. Composition and interaction issues have been the central concerns, because SOC applications are composed of heterogeneous and distributed processes. To tackle the complexity of inter-organizational service integration, the authors propose a methodology to decompose complex process requirements into different types of flows, such as control, data, exception, and security. The subset of each type of flow necessary for the interactions with each partner can be determined in each service. These subsets collectively constitute a process view, based on which interactions can be systematically designed and managed for system integration through service composition. The authors illustrate how the proposed SOC middleware, named FlowEngine, implements and manages these flows with contemporary Web services technologies. An experimental case study in an e-governmental environment further demonstrates how the methodology can facilitate the design of complex inter-organizational processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) (Papazoglou & Georgakopoulos, 2003) has gained a lot of attention within both the industry and academy. SOC is a computing paradigm that utilizes services as fundamental elements, which relies on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) (Francisco et al., 2003) to build inter-relating service models. Services-oriented applications share specific characteristics that are distinguishable from traditional distributed applications (Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2007). Firstly, they are technology neutral: they interact through standardized protocols in a highly heterogeneous environment, thus offering a broader choice for integration and are loosely coupled. Also, they declaratively define their functionalities, capabilities, and quality-of-service (QoS) requirements in a repository (Curbera et al., 2005) in order to enable dynamic and automated service discovery. Finally, service-oriented applications are created as compositions of services, which benefit from features like abstract modeling and adaptable monitoring.

However, the SOC characteristics stated above cannot be easily solved by using existing distributed computing technologies. Middleware technology provides a common interface for applications to interact with each other as well as their runtime environments (Britton & Bye, 2004). Through such an interface, applications are relieved from handling tedious tasks of resource management, event monitoring, distributed transaction services, and so on. Typically, middleware is implemented to adapt to environmental fluctuations (such as network connections, memory availability, thread pools) and to provide a standard for interoperability. As a result, the applications such developed are less system dependent and therefore more interoperable. This is a particularly essential feature for the composition of service-centric applications as well as the integration of the emerging SOA standards and legacy services. Based on this, the main challenge in service composition reduces to the interaction of services and the associated requirement elicitation. Interaction refers to the interoperation and the integration with applications both internal and external to the systems. This has been a central concern because these applications are composed of heterogeneous and distributed processes. The problem is prominent in service composition, where interactions are complex and can vary across different types of organizations. Business process modeling languages like BPMN (White, 2008) try to capture all relevant aspect of composed applications in one view, leading to complex models that are hard to understand. To tackle this problem, first of all, we need a sophisticated middleware to implement such interactions and to facilitate their management. In addition, because of the complexity, ad hoc use of the middleware is inadequate to solve the problem. A comprehensive methodology is required to make good use of the middleware for a systematic design of service composition and the management of interactions among services.

In this paper, we propose to use both the paradigm of views and flows to tackle the complexity of service composition and interaction in a SOC middleware. Our approach is based on the principle of separation of concerns, which is often considered as one of the key principles in software engineering. Process (workflow) view (Chiu, Karlapalem, & Li, 2001; Liu & Shen, 2003) has been proposed as a novel approach to address business-to-business interoperation. A process view is a structurally correct subset of a process (Chiu et al., 2004). The use of process views facilitates sophisticated interactions among services and allows these interactions to interoperate in a gray-box mode (that is, they can access each other’s internal information to some pre-defined extent). Each view can be regarded as a separate concern based on some specific client requirements of a service scenario. Therefore, the artifact of process views is a handy mechanism to enact and enforce cross-organizational process interoperability for service composition.